
 

 

 

 

      Murray Bridge 

Sunday 2nd August 2020 

 

Stewards M Herrmann, J Evans, M Fernholz 

Veterinary Surgeon Dr C Doyle 

Late Scratchings NIl 

 

Race 1 DAISH IRRIGATION AND FODDER MAIDEN STAKE  395m Maiden 
 
-A swab sample was taken from the winner UNCHARTED. 
-Shortly after the start UNCHARTED moved out checking HARTLANG NINGA. On the first turn UNCHARTED ran on the heels of UPRISE and 
then moved out bumping SIDNEY’S STAR, shortly after SPRING BOWLER moved down checking HARTLAND NINGA causing HARTLAND 
NINGA to move out checking SHADOW’S STAR. At the point of the turn SPRING BOWLER ran on the heels of and dragged down SENIOR 
SANCHEZ causing SENIOR SANCHEZ to fall into the running line of HARTLAND NINGA which hurdled SENIOR SANCHEZ and then stumbled. 
SENIOR SANCHEZ regained its footing and completed the course. 
-HARTLAND NINGA was vetted after the race, reported to be injured and was stood down for 14 days  
-SENIOR SANCHEZ was vetted after the race with no injury detected.  
 

Race 2 TABCORP GRADE 6 SERIES HEAT 1   395m Grade 6 
 
-There were no racing incidents to report. 

  

Race 3 METRO ROLLER DOORS GRADE 6 SERIES HEAT 2  395m Grade 6 
 
-On the first turn ALLINGA LORRAINE moved down checking RUSTY FURY and ZINFANDEL TORI causing RUSTY FURY to drop back checking 

LEFEVRE LILL, then SPRING SCOUT ran on the heels of and dragged down RUSTY FURY. Entering the home straight LEFEVRE LILL ran wide.  

-RUSTY FURY was vetted after the race with no injury detected.  

 

Race 4 MONTEITH MEATS GRADE 6 SERIES HEAT 3  395m Grade 6 
 
-A swab sample was taken from the winner MAZZA’S PRINCESS 

-Shortly after the start GALACTIC MOJO moved down checking ADIOS MCLAREN. On the first turn UNINHABITED moved down checking FLY 

FOR FASHION. On the turn into the home straight ADIOS MCLAREN ran very wide. Along the home straight ACKA JET ran wide.  

 

Race 5 RURAL CITY OF MURRAY BRIDGE MIXED STAKE  395m Mixed 4/5 
 
-On the turn into the home straight HE’S ALL OURS ran wide. There were no further racing incidents to report. 

 

Race 6 MURRAY BRIDGE COMMUNITY CLUB STAKE  395m Grade 5 
 
-On the first turn WINSOME BAILEY moved out checking CLARETOWN MAGIC. There were no further racing incidents to report. 

  

Race 7 KURT DONSBERG PHOTOGRAPHY MIXED STAKE  455m Mixed 3/4/5 
 
-On the first turn DEMOLISHER moved out checking RED ARAMIS and MACS ROAD. At the point of the turn GALACTIC HORIZON checked 

around the heels of TOP RIGHT. On the turn into the home straight DEMOLISHER and MACS ROAD bumped and GALACTIC HORIZON ran wide.  

 

Race 8 SKY RACING GRADE 6 SERIES FINAL  455m Grade 6 
 
-On the turn into the home straight SHAHAKA and SPRINGVALE ANNA bumped. There were no further racing incidents to report. 

 

Race 9 @THEDOGSSA STAKE  455m Grade 6 
 

-Immediately prior to and during the running of this event thick, fast moving fog enveloped the track, completely obscuring the view the lure driver 

(Mr. Fielden) and Stewards had of the greyhounds from the turn off the back straight until the turn into the home straight. As the greyhounds came 

back into view the lure was significantly further ahead of the leading greyhound than permitted under the rules and as there was a large portion of 

the race unable to be viewed, stewards could not be satisfied that all greyhounds had not been inconvenienced. Therefore Stewards, acting under 

GAR 55(1) declared this event a NO RACE. 

The running of Race 10 was delayed by 15 minutes however the fog had not cleared sufficiently to satisfy Stewards that visibility had improved to 

the extent that Mr. Fielden would have had an unimpeded view, and as a result the decision was made to abandon race 10. 

* Published subject to correction upon revision 

STEWARDS 

REPORT 

Weather Condition: Fine 
Track Condition: Good 


